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To whom it may concern:
Lydia Turiano is an intelligent and industrious individual. She’s imaginative, quick to learn, and above all fun

to work with. As an instructor, it is my great pleasure to know her. Given the chance to study in any arts related

program, Lydia has the potential to achieve any goal. With a diverse set of skills Lydia demonstrates an incredible

initiative and a strong dedication. She responds well to intellectually demanding situations and applies herself with

enthusiasm to new learning situations. She’s curious and not afraid to ask questions, responding well
to challenges as both an individual and a valuable team player.

In working with Lydia, I have found that her true strength is her strong intellect and ability to understand and

effectively communicate complex issues. She continually impressed me with her ability to reach the heart of matters,
especially within the context of solving visual problems. If there’s one piece of consistent feedback I have to give

regarding Lydia, it is that her inquisitiveness is contagious—it seems to spark her peers thought processes in ways

they may have never considered. Completely self-directed and adept at planning Lydia shows an outstanding ability
to mobilize given resources to execute the most challenging tasks.

In conclusion, I must state that I hold Lydia in extremely high regard as both a student and an intellectual.

I have complete confidence in her when undertaking any creative endeavor, as she has never failed to impress me

with results. I could count on her to work tirelessly when needed. Lydia is truly unique and wonderful individual
who would be an asset to any institution that is interested in pushing towards new boundaries.

Sincerely,

Jim Downer, Associate Professor
Visual & Performing Arts Department
Applied Art and Design
Monroe Community College
1000 East Henrietta Road
Rochester, New York 14623-5780
jdowner@monroecc.edu

